
 

Far Cry 4 is a first-person shooter video game developed by Ubisoft Montreal, published by Ubisoft. It was released on December 4, 2014 for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3 and PlayStation 4. A spin-off for Apple computers and consoles was released in May 2015. Far Cry 4 is an action-adventure open world shooter set in a fictional region of the Himalayas which players can explore to find
missions and collectibles through the use of both land vehicles and boats. The player takes control of Ajay Ghale, a native Kyrati who leaves his life as a tourist in Bangkok to return home to Kyrat after his mother falls ill. Upon returning home he finds that Kyrat has been taken over by ... More Far Cry 4 is a first-person shooter video game developed by Ubisoft Montreal, published by Ubisoft. It was
released on December 4, 2014 for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3 and PlayStation 4. A spin-off for Apple computers and consoles was released in May 2015. Far Cry 4 is an action-adventure open world shooter set in a fictional region of the Himalayas which players can explore to find missions and collectibles through the use of both land vehicles and boats. The player takes control of Ajay
Ghale, a native Kyrati who leaves his life as a tourist in Bangkok to return home to Kyrat after his mother falls ill. Upon returning home he finds that Kyrat has been taken over by a group of Pagan militants known as "The Golden Path". The gameplay contained within the game is moderately similar to the first Far Cry, though the new features include a day/night cycle, which alters the gameplay
experience. The game features an open-world environment where players are free to roam around. There are also collectibles that can be found scattered throughout the world including weapons, outfits, gear and food—provided that players have enough resources. The game features various side quests which can be completed if players have sufficient resources. Players will be able to change their
character's appearance via the menu system by utilizing either free-form tattoo artists or body shops. Players are able to mark and execute enemies with the ability to utilize stealth attacks. The game also features a grappling hook which players can use to traverse the environment quickly. There are many different types of enemies throughout the game, each having unique weapons and abilities. Far
Cry 4 includes a variety of land vehicles including cars, trucks, boats and hang gliders which all drive differently from one another. Players are also able to pilot gyrocopters when in Kyrat's mountainous region. There is an upgrade system in place for when players gain experience points by completing missions or killing animals; this is done by giving various animals to "Nine-Toes", who in exchange
for these animals will give Ajay new abilities or improve his current ones. Players can explore the Far Cry 4 world online either single-player or with other players. The game features an optional multiplayer system allowing players to fight against one another as either rebels (also as the Golden Path) or as Pagan militants (as the Golden Path). There are a variety of maps in both single-player and
multiplayer which players can choose from, including a map set in Kyrat's mountains and jungles. There are also three different types of difficulty in place: casual, skilled and hardcore. Players can also encounter other players who have been killed when exploring Kyrat's world or while taking on side quests; these "ghosts" will appear when starting a new game.
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